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It is no news that technological advances continue to shift the
labor market and as a result, recruitment practices. A popular
and emerging trend for 2017 has been the use of Artificial
Intelligence in Recruitment software. 

What is Artificial Intelligence? Artificial Intelligence (AI) is the science of how to
make machines think for themselves. Simply put, AI for recruiting is designed to
automate part of the recruiting workflow.

How is AI in Recruiting utilized today? Recruiters nowadays are able to utilize
AI software to auto-screen candidates and conduct sentiment analysis on job
descriptions. Organizations such as Facebook, GE and IBM are currently utilizing
machine intelligence to not only auto-screen but to scan through candidate
information such as social media content and facial expressions to weed out
unwanted applicants. 

Why are organizations turning towards AI Software? Talent Acquisition leaders
are reporting that within the next year, their open requisition numbers will
continuously increase yet their recruiting teams will remain the same size. Some
benefits to AI Recruiting would include:

1. Faster screening process: presently, there are a number of AI tools that can
engage the candidates before and after the application process creating an overall
better candidate experience. Applicants can interact with a chat box where a
variety of company personalized interview questions are posed. AI software will
then rate the responses accordingly. This allows recruiters to quickly and
effectively assess resumes.
2. HR Practices: although new hire onboarding is effective in providing relevant
company information, 90% of new employees typically forget what was covered
during the initial meeting. AI can help answer key repetitive questions such as
benefit coverage, FMLA, vacation times and payment related issues. In addition,
the market today is heavy in case management software which can allow HR
practitioners to gather pertinent information such as employee complaints,
investigations or request specific information. Finally, whether it is booking
interviews or meetings, scheduling can easily be automated through AI
technology. 

What are some challenges with AI Technology? AI Technology requires a lot of
data in order to accurately screen information and mimic human intelligence.
Organizations must thus carefully look into which resources to utilize should they

Al Recruiting – Threat or Opportunity?
decide to integrate AI recruiting. In addition, because AI finds
patterns in previous behavior, if an organization has pre-set
biases, the software will easily replicate these already existing
human biases. Finally, as HR practitioners are constantly
bombarded with new technology, AI software has a long way to

go in regards to proving their efficiency and reliability as there will be a level of
skepticism associated with this new trend.

Although some may argue that AI practices raises questions about accuracy and
privacy, many also counter that utilizing AI for hiring purposes could result in
higher quality, better candidate experience and an overall more diverse and
dynamic workplace. With the proper tools and research, HR professionals can
capitalize on this growing trend!

For more information, please visit us at www.marqueestaffing.com.

We focus on creating long-term strategic partnerships with our clients through
stellar customer service, quality results and progressive web-based tools. 
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